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- Diana RIZZOLIO | Coordinator, Geneva Environment Network

Testimonies from Communities
- Lilisiana Community | Malaita Island, in Solomon Islands
- Gabrielle PETERS | Disabled Writer, Vancouver, Canada
  - Introduction by Herman VAN BREEN | International Policy and Advocacy Officer, International Movement ATD Fourth World
- Barclay | Central African Republic
- Herman KUMARA | Head, National Fisheries Solidarity Movement (NAFSO), Sri Lanka
- Violet MISIKA | Tara Agriculture camp, Kalonda Ward, Zambia

Panel Discussion on Protection of the Rights of Affected People
- Emina ĆERIMOVIĆ | Senior Researcher, Disability Rights, Human Rights Watch
- Sandra EPAL-RATJEN | International Advocacy Director & Deputy Executive Director, Franciscans International
- Massimo FRIGO | Senior Legal Adviser & UN Representative, International Commission of Jurists

Moderated by Yves LADOR | Representative of Earthjustice to the UN in Geneva
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- Ian FRY | Special Rapporteur on climate change
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GENEVA
BEAT PLASTIC POLLUTION
DIALOGUES

Will be at the 2022 UN Ocean Conference

www.tiny.cc/UNOceanConference
WHAT'S NEXT?  genevaenvironmentnetwork.org

EVENT | CONFERENCE
The Invisible Global Crisis: Exceeding the Limits of the Pollution Planetary Boundary - New Science and Opportunities to Tackle Threats to Human and Marine Life | UN Ocean Conference Side Event
27 JUN 2022 14:30 - 16:00
Lisbon | RL, Auditorium 1 & Online
IPEN, University of Gothenburg, Swedish Institute for Marine Environment, WIOMSA, GEN

EVENT | VIRTUAL
How Plastic Waste Shipments Undermine Real Solutions to Ocean Plastic Pollution | UN Ocean Conference Side Event
28 JUN 2022 14:00 - 16:00
Online | Webex
EEB, Break Free from Plastic, GEN

Chemicals and Pollution | Plastics
SDG3 | SDG12 | SDG14